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Abstract: Philippine Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) integrate social media (SM) platform like Facebook to 

digitally market their position and brand, post announcements, news and other pertinent information about their 

institution. Though SM is used in education, it is noted that its primary purpose is for users’ online social 

engagement. SM users react to posts, comment and give their sentiments on a particular topic to discuss and share 

their daily life in an informal and casual manner. Students even create unofficial Facebook pages associated to 

their institution and post their experiences and sentiments. These digital footprints of SM users could be a good 

source to use Data Mining (DM) techniques to understand HEI stakeholders’ experiences and form decision-

making interventions to improve quality education. The main objective of this study is mining social media data to 

support Philippine HEIs identify their stakeholders’ SM behaviors and make proactive and knowledge-driven 

decisions. Specifically, the objectives of this study are: to develop a workflow of analyzing social media data; to use 

Naïve Bayes Classifier in identifying the SM behaviors of Philippine HEI stakeholders; and to interpret the results 

of DM and propose intervention measures to improve quality education. Using Agile Methodology CRISP-DM 

model, this study centers on mining users’ post and comments in Philippine HEI Facebook pages. 

Keywords: Data Mining, Social Media, Higher Education Institutions, Philippines, Naïve Bayes. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The higher education landscape has evolved in many years. This change has been conveyed by many factors, one of 

which is embracing technology. Education today is digitally revolutionized with the rapid use of Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT).  

Now, students have access to tons of information online. Collaboration among them and their teachers has now been 

limitless on boundaries. This learning community brings them to communicate and exchange ideas and thoughts 

anywhere and anytime around the globe. The 21
st
 century learning made students to be independent and creative allowing 

them to take risks and learn deeply. Brought about by technology, online classes and lectures are now conducted virtually. 

These days, teachers are more innovative in shaping and inspiring young minds. They adopt new media of learning and 

incorporate technology in classrooms [1]. Indeed, ICT has changed the landscape of education especially on the 

increasing utilization of the interconnection of networks worldwide, the internet. 

Internet technology has been successful in education because it answers the basic needs for information exchange, 

communication and collaboration.  

The most popular internet technology is the use of Social Media (SM) with high user engagement rates due to increased 

worldwide usage of smartphones and mobile devices. In 2019, statistics shows that out of 4.2 billion internet users, there 

are 3.397 billion active social media users [2].  

Moreover, SM is an important source of learning of opinions, sentiments, subjectivity, assessments, approaches, 

evaluation, influences, observations, feelings, borne out in text, reviews, blogs, discussions, news, remarks, reactions, or 

some other documents [3].  
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In the 2018 report of We Are Social and Hootsuite, Philippines is the country that spends most time on Social Media. At 

average, almost 4 hours daily are spent by Filipino SM users on different platforms followed by Brazilians and 

Indonesians. Among the SM platforms, Facebook remains on the lead with 2.32 billion users. 

SM is becoming more and more widespread in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). The trend can be observed in many 

higher education institutions around the world [4]. It does not only offer the academic community to communicate beyond 

local or social boundaries, it also offers possibilities to share user-generated content like pictures, videos, opinions, 

interests and other forms of expressions.  

With this, many academic institutions have started to integrate SM platform to digitally market their position and brand. 

Aside from having their own website, many HEIs create their Facebook Pages to reach their stakeholders in SM by 

posting announcements, news and other pertinent information about their institution. Traditional media such as television, 

newspaper, radio and magazines are one-way, static broadcasting technologies [5] unlike SM where everyone can give 

feedback, create and distribute their own content. 

This moving landscape makes teachers explore its significance to drastically transform the pedagogical basis of their 

teaching experience, giving them the tools in order to create truly adapted and flexible learning experiences for students 

[6].  

Studies suggest that the high take up of SM applications as an addition to formal educational settings offers new 

opportunities for innovating and modernizing education institutions and for preparing learners for the 21st century [4].  

Though SM is used in education, it is noted that its purpose is for users‟ social engagement online. In fact, 71% of 

teachers use it for personal use [7]. Furthermore, a consumer insight service mentioned that more than 98% of college-

aged students use SM [8].   

SM users react to posts, comment and share their sentiments on a specific topic. Students for example discuss and share 

their daily life in an informal and casual manner in different SM sites [9]. Students‟ casual discussion on SM focused on 

their educational experience, mind-set, and worry about the learning procedure [10]. They even create unofficial 

Facebook Page associated to their institution and post their experiences and sentiments both positive and negative. 

In 2013, confessions of students from the University of the Philippines were raised on „The Diliman Files Facebook 

Page‟. Since then, similar pages have emerged in other colleges and universities in the country garnering hundreds and 

thousands of likes. These unofficial Facebook pages served as a means for students to talk about their lives as students. 

Rappler, an online news website in the Philippines, spoke to Secret Files page administrators form the University of Sto 

Tomas, De la Salle University Manila and Ateneo de Manila University on how university communities are being 

reshaped through mass exchange of secret messages. Many of the posts talked about were love confessions and issues 

about income bracket-based discrimination on campus. Each page has encountered fare share problems. The page 

administrator of UST Secret files for example had trouble aligning the nature of the page with the identity of UST. They 

were not able to consider that UST is a catholic school and putting up stories with mature content would not be nice for 

the reputation of the school. De la Salle University Manila secret files also had problems with the University 

administration and its alumni. A senior student of the university said that the page is not being in line with the „Lasallian 

core values‟, it ruined the reputation of the school, and risked their own names associated with malicious posts. Though 

the page was requested for shut down, they still refused to back down because of the encouragement of its readers to 

continue the page.  

These Facebook page secret files let SM users exercise their freedom of speech. However, the anonymity encouraged 

gossips among students and faculty. Female students became target of lascivious post. Universities felt helpless to go after 

these pages because they continue to hide on fictitious names and accounts [11].   

These digital footprints of SM users could be a good source for researchers and HEIs to use Data Mining (DM) techniques 

to understand their stakeholders‟ experiences and form decision-making interventions to improve quality education. 

DM is used in the education sector for several reasons. One way is to effectively address the challenges for improving the 

quality of education to provide new knowledge related to the educational processes. This knowledge can be extracted 

from historical and operational data that reside in the educational organization‟s databases using DM [12]. 
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DM in education is used to develop models for improving both learning experiences and institutional effectiveness [13]. 

When it comes to answering the issues of predictions of student‟s performance and their profiling, DM tools and 

techniques can be effectively used [14]. Also, it can be used for classifying and predicting the students‟ behaviour, 

performance, dropouts as well as teachers‟ performance [15].  

Furthermore, DM techniques have shown to be capable of mining big data generated on SM sites. This is made possible 

by way of extracting information from large data set generated on SM and transforming them into understandable 

structure for further use (Olowe, Gaber, & Stahl, n.d.). 

Though there are many applications of DM in education, there is little empirical research conducted to analyze amorphous 

SM data in this sector.  [16] recommended in their study that the area of SM calls for more profound research that takes 

into account accurate implementation of DM techniques in the academic sector. It is in this context that this study was 

synthesized. 

This study centers on mining SM data specifically on users‟ post from Facebook (FB) pages among selected HEIs in the 

Philippines. The challenge for this research is on how to analyze such unstructured data and transform them into valuable 

results to help HEIs understand its stakeholders‟ behaviors in SM and eventually make some interventions and improve 

quality education. Through this study, HEIs could augment their level of instruction like developing a curriculum that 

addresses the holistic development of a learner. HEIs could also improve their policies. As said by [11], standards of 

discipline as set by the school policy should be higher for conduct in social media and cyberspace.  

Statement of the Problem 

The main problem of this study is how to perform data mining on social media data associated with Philippine HEIs. 

Specifically, it deems to answer the following queries: 

1. What could be the workflow to analyze social media data? 

2. What are the behaviors of HEI stakeholders in SM based on the result of using Naïve Bayes Classifier? 

3. What could be the proactive and knowledge-driven decision intervention measures to improve quality education for 

HEIs in the Philippines?  

Objectives of the Study 

The main objective of this study is to apply data mining on social media data associated with Philippine HEIs. 

Specifically, the objectives of this study are: 

1. to develop a workflow of analyzing social media data  

2. to use Naïve Bayes Classifier in identifying the behaviors of Philippine HEI stakeholders in SM, and 

3. to interpret the results of the data mining and propose intervention measures to improve quality education for 

Philippine HEIs. 

Significance of the Study 

This study attempts to analyze the social media data associated to higher education institutions in the Philippines. The 

contribution of this research undertaking shall benefit the following: 

Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). The result of the data mining shall be an instrument for HEIs in the Philippines to 

understand their stakeholders‟ behavior in social media and later develop strategies and interventions to improve quality 

education. 

Stakeholders. With the proposed measures in improving quality education, services shall be value-added for stakeholders. 

Other Researchers. This study shall serve as a reference for other researchers exploring data mining social media in 

education. 

Scope and Limitation of the Study 

This study is bound to identify the social media behaviors of higher education institution stakeholders in the Philippines. 

Posts from Facebook pages associated to selected universities from at most the past three years or at most 1000 posts and 
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comments observations shall be the main source for data mining regardless of the number of characters per post or 

comment. Facebook is the target SM site of this study because unlike Twitter, Facebook has 63,206 characters for every 

status update and 8,000 characters for comments. Only text posts and comments shall undergo data mining. Pictures, 

videos, and sound files in the Facebook pages are not part of the data mining.  

2.   REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Data Mining Social Media 

It is very significant to research on mining social media because of the increasing amount of publicly available data such 

as customers‟ sentiments. Individuals, companies, organizations and even the government of different countries track the 

activities of their audience on SM. They do so in order for them to get knowledge on how their audience reacts to postings 

that concerns them [17]. They are conscious on the significance of the sentiments of their stakeholders as posted in SM to 

protect their image and for further development of their products and services. 

SM can surpass the boundaries of the physical world to learn human relationships [18] and help measure common social 

and political sentiment associated to regional populations without using unambiguous surveys [19]. The enormous data 

constantly collected on these sites make it difficult for traditional methods like the use of field agents, clipping services, 

and ad hoc research to handle SM Data [20].  Therefore, it is necessary to employ tools in data mining that are capable of 

analyzing the expression of sentiments in SM. These sentiments expressed on SM could be analyzed using various data 

mining techniques [21]. 

The core functionalities of DM include applying various methods and algorithms to discover useful patterns among the 

data. It is capable of handling three dominant disputes with SM data which are size, noise and dynamism [22]. SM data 

sets are very voluminous.  As data mining requires huge data sets to mine, SM appears to be perfect sites to work on 

especially where opinion or sentiment expression is involved [23]. Users of SM like Facebook and Twitter post and tweet 

respectively irrelevant data making the characteristics of the data sets to be noisy. DM is also very much applicable to SM 

since the data sets are versatile and evolving rapidly overtime causing them to be dynamic in nature. DM is examining the 

data stored in very huge sources which are analyzed from multiple perspectives. The discovered knowledge is the result 

that is summarized to become useful information [24]. Its core functionalities in order to discover useful patterns of stored 

data include the application of various methods and algorithms in order to preprocess, classify, cluster, and associate the 

data [25]. To extract meaningful information and knowledge from amorphous data, DM techniques are used. From huge 

data sets, DM extracts patterns, changes, relations, and variances [26]. Its goal is to find valid, novel, potentially useful 

and understandable associations and patterns in the existing data [27]. DM is a confluence of multiple fields including 

statistics, machine learning, databases, pattern discovery and visualization [28]. In practice, prediction and description are 

the primary goals of DM. Predictive DM creates the model of the system from the given data [29] which involves 

predicting unknown or future values of interest by using some variables or fields in the database. Descriptive DM on the 

other hand spawns noteworthy data sets from the current data which focuses on finding patterns defining the data. 

Ever-increasing interest is being put into attention on multi-lingual data mining: the ability to extract information across 

multiple languages and group similar items from different linguistic sources based from their meaning. Text data mining 

is the process of deriving high-quality information from text. It involves the application of techniques from areas such as 

information retrieval, natural language processing, information extraction and data mining [30].  

How to clean the data is one of the major challenges in data mining. Data cleaning also called data cleansing or scrubbing 

[31] deals with detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of data [27]. 

This is very much needed in the study in order for the unstructured data from SM to be prepared for analysis, especially 

that these concerns the V‟s of big data namely: velocity, volume, value, variety and veracity. Velocity of data in the SM 

giant Facebook is very fast. Every 60 seconds on Facebook, there are 510,000 comments posted, 293,000 statuses updated, 

and 136,000 photos uploaded [32]. When it comes to volume, 1.52 billion people on average, log onto Facebook daily and 

are considered as daily active users. Personal user data is worth to Facebook because it is a digital ad broker of user data 

for targeting ads [33]. Data are noticeably unstructured. 80% of all world‟s data are photos, videos and social media 

updates. Veracity is also a concern on social media data. In Facebook for instance, there are 83 million fake profiles. Fake 

or not, these are still consumers of social media which should be taken into account when implementing data mining. 

Data can be mined with the following methods as mentioned by [34]: characterization, classification, regression, 

associattion, clustering, change detection, deviation detection, link analysis and sequential pattern mining. Among the 

data mining methods, classification shall be used in this study which is explicitly discussed in the succeeding discussions. 
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Using Naïve Bayes Classifier in Identifying Sentiments in SM   

Sentiment Analysis (SA) or sometimes referred as Opinion Mining [35] is a type of DM that measures the opinions of 

people through Natural Language Processing (NLP), computational linguistics and text analysis. Such are used to extract 

and analyze subjective information from the web – mostly SM (techopedia.com). SA is a prevalent study these days 

because of SM where users are free to express their thoughts, feelings and impressions online [36] 

The fields of opinion mining and sentiment analysis are distinct but deeply related [37]. Opinion mining focuses on the 

positivity, negativity or neutrality of what is being mined or so called polarity detection. Sentiment analysis on the other 

hand involves emotion recognition. Since identifying the polarity of text is often a phase in sentiment analysis, the two 

fields are usually pooled under the same umbrella. Sentiment Analysis (SA) is a type of natural language processing for 

tracking the moods and sentiments of the public about a particular service, product or topic. It may involve building a 

system or automated method of collecting and examining opinions about the product made through blogs posts, comments, 

reviews or tweets [38]. SA is the detection of attitudes [39].  In the Scherer Typology of Affective States, attitudes refer to 

enduring, affectively colored beliefs and dispositions towards objects or persons. Other states are emotion, mood, 

interpersonal stances and personality traits. In order to get the sentiments, you need to identify the holder or source of 

attitude, the target or the aspect of the attitude, the type of the attitude and the text of the attitude. It is necessary to 

implement sentiment analysis in SM because it basically recognizes the potential drift in the society as it concerns the 

attitudes, observations, sentiments and other expectations of stakeholder or populace and to make prompt necessary 

decisions [22]. 

There are different studies conducted to analyze data using data mining. [40]used tweets ending in positive and negative 

emoticons, then build models using Naïve Bayes, MaxEnt and SVM. [41] also reviewed several techniques in mining SM 

data. The Study illustrated some applications of DM, specifically in telecommunication industry, to support customer 

satisfaction and maintain customer relationship. The techniques used were text mining, clustering and visualization. 

A similar study was also conducted by [42]. It focuses on SA to estimate the Filipino internet customers‟ satisfaction 

related to the quality of the service provided by the Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Data were collected from Blog 

comments shared with online social media. Using the word pair set {“Good” and “Slow”} as initial seed for the word 

dictionary, automatic word seed selection was applied. The Naïve Bayes method was used to identify the frequent words 

used to express the sentiments of customers and to determine the polarity of their opinions. The downside of the study 

were various factors that are causal to low performance. These are language translation tools, uncertainty of synonyms 

and antonyms of words in online dictionary, use of urban words, colloquial language, Short Message (SMS), and long 

words. 

[16] identified 19 DM Techniques as shown in the next Figure. Among the DM Techniques, Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Bayesian Network (BN), and Decision Tree (DT) were identified as the most applied techniques in the area of 

social media with a percentage of 51% of the selected articles reviewed.  

 

Fig 1: Data Mining Techniques among Selected Papers 

Moreover, the study identified that social network data analysis and business and management were the most active 

domains that require mining of social media data while the education sector was the least as shown Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Domains in Mining SM data 

Sector Percentage 

Business and Management 17% 

Education 1% 

Finance 3% 

Government and Public 9% 

Medical and Health 8% 

Social Networks 62% 

Additionally, Table 3 shows the sentiment analysis tools in SM as reviewed in the study of [17] entitled: A Survey of 

Data Mining Techniques for Social Media Analysis, ranging from unsupervised, semi-supervised to supervised learning.   

The study revealed that different levels of success have being made with the use of these techniques either singularly or 

combined. Furthermore, it revealed that there are different ways in which the opinion or sentiment of SM users can be 

considered when making valuable decisions whether individual, organizational or governmental level. The review 

concluded that although some studies considered data mining techniques like Association Rule Data Mining, Decision 

Tree, KNN and Neural Network techniques, they have not gained popularity as much as SVM, Naïve Bayes and 

Maximum Entropy. Moreover, the researchers of the study expect that future researches will make use of both currently 

used and yet-to-be-explored data mining techniques to investigate deeper into mining the ever growing online data created 

on SM. 

Likewise, the results of the investigations are expected to support various entities in retrieving vigorous information on 

SM and consequently using this information as decision support tools. 

[43] conducted a performance study of algorithm based on lowest computing time and accuracy. It concluded that Naïve 

Bayes is a superior algorithm because it takes lowest time and at the same time providing highest accuracy as shown in 

the next table. 

Table 2: Performance of Algorithms based on computing time and accuracy 

 

Table 3: Data Mining Techniques Used in SM 

Unsupervised Semi-Supervised Supervised 

Binary Distinction of Positive and 

Negative 

Transductive Support Vector 

Machines (TSVMs) 

Naïve Bayes 

Pattern Extraction Randomized Mincuts Decision Tree 

Bootstrapping Graph-based Semi supervised 

Learning 

KNN 

 

Blank Slate Method  Neural Network 

Semantic Orientation  Review and Rating (RnR) 

Unsupervised Lexical Classifier  Latent Aspect Rating Analysis 

(LARA) 

Opinion Definition  Text Mining 
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  Aspect-rating of Short Text 

Opinion Summarization  CHAID 

K-Means  Bayesian Networks 

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering  Association Mining Rule 

Hierarchy-based mood classification   

Another study using Naïve Bayes Classifier from random sample of streaming Facebook statuses was used in the study 

conducted by [44]in using SA for language learning. The result of the experiment shows that the accuracy in analyzing the 

sentimental state of Facebook users, using the Naive Bayes Classifier, is really high. 

[45] also take a Naïve Bayes multinomial approach to collect and classify tweets. Similarly, [46], worked on sentiment 

analysis of English Tweets using Rapidminer. They collected the dataset that are in natural language and applied text 

mining techniques to build sentiment classifier. Likewise, Twitter microalgae and various classifiers like Naive Bayes, 

SVM, K-Nearest Neighbour were used by [47] to do sentiment analysis on Arabic Tweets.  

Furthermore, Sentiment classification of social media with the help of data mining techniques is done on the research 

conducted by [48]. They used three classifiers - K-NN, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree. The result shows that the 

accuracy of K-NN, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree wich are 77.50%, 80% and 78% respectively.  

The study of [10] pays attention on engineering students‟ tweets on Twitter to know the latter‟s problems and troubles in 

their educational practices. It is found out that engineering students encounter problems such as heavy learning load, lack 

of social meeting, and sleep deficiency.  Based on this outcome, Naïve Bayes Multi-label Classifier algorithm is applied 

to categorize tweets presenting student‟s problems. Decision tree algorithm is applied to make more accurate result.  

Similar study was conducted by [9]. The study explored on understanding engineering students‟ experiences by 

integrating both qualitative methods and large-scale data mining techniques. Through Qualitative content analysis and 

Naïve Bayes Multi-Label Classifier, the study found out that heavy study load is mostly the biggest problem of 

engineering students of Purdue University. This problem further leads to many consequences including lack of social 

engagement, sleep problems and other psychological and physical health problems. Table 2 shows the top most probable 

words in each category ranked using the conditional probability. 

Whith these literatures cited, it could be noted that the best classifier to be used with social media dataset is Naïve Bayes. 

However, the data of most researches in data mining social media are from Twitter. Thus, this study delved on gathering 

Facebook data specific to HEI pages then eventually do sentiment analysis using Naïve Bayes Classifier. 

In Naive Bayes classifier, the result of the value of a predictor (x) on a given class (c) is independent of the values of other 

predictors. Naïve Bayes algorithm uses conditional probabilities by counting the occurrence of values and combinations 

of values in the historical data and is therefore called the probabilistic method. There are four applications of the Naïve 

Bayes Algorithm according to Analytics Vidhaya, the provider of a community-based knowledge portal for Analytics and 

Data Science professionals. These are real time prediction, multi class prediction, text classification / spam filtering / 

Sentiment Analysis and Recommendation System. 

Table 4: Top 25 Most Probable Words in Engineering Problems 

Category Top 25 words 

Heavy Study Load hour, homework, exam, day, class, work, problem, study, week, too,much, all, 

lab, still, out, time, page, library, spend, today, long, school, due, engineer, 

already, negtoken 

Lack of Social Engagement Friday, homework, out, study, work, weekend, life, class, engineer, exam, 

drink, break, Saturday, people, social, lab, spend, tonight, watch, game, miss, 

party, sunny, beautiful, negtoken 

Negative Emotion hate, f***, shit, exam, week, class, hell, engineer, suck, study, hour, 

homework, time, equate, FML, lab, sad, bad, day, feel, tired, damn, death, 

hard,negtoken  
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Sleep Problems sleep, hour, night, bed, allnight, exam, homework, nap, coffee, time, study, 

more, work, class, dream, ladyengineer,  late, week, day, long, morning, wake, 

awake, nosleep,negtoken 

Diversity Issues girl, class, only, guy, engineer, Asia, professor, speak, English, female, hot, 

kid, more, toomuch, walk, people, teach, understand, chick, China, foreign, out, 

white, black,negtoken 

Additionally, the Naïve Bayes algorithm is one of the most used supervised learning in Sentiment Analysis as reviewed 

by [17]. It is a classification technique based on Baye‟s theorem with an assumption of independence among predictors 

[49]. In multinomial naive Bayes‟ classifier, we find P(c|d) for each class c in C: the probability of returning class c given 

that our observation is d. Next is, we find  , the maximum of {P(c1|d), P(c2|d), ..., P(cn|d)}.   is "our prediction of the  

correct class".  

 

As cited in [50]in simplifying assumptions, first we treat the text as a bag of words. Second, we treat the relative 

frequency with which a word appears in a document as a feature (multinomial). 

 

Third, is Naïve Bayes assumption that each feature is independent from the others.      

 

For text classification specifically, we assume a feature is just the existence of a word in a document, so we can find P(w-

i|c) by iterating through every word in d. 

 

 

 

3.   METHODOLOGY 

Using Applied research, Agile Methodology was used in this study following the CRISP-DM model which stands for 

“Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining”, a proven method for the construction of a data mining model. This 

methodology conceptualized data science as cyclical process.  

The methodology provides a framework that includes stages as shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Agile - CRISP - DM 
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Business Understanding. This is the preliminary phase for understanding the objectives and requirements of the project 

from a business perspective. The converted knowledge is then transformed into a data mining problem definition. 

In this phase, the researcher identified that there is a problem most HEIs face in the behaviors of their stakeholders in SM. 

The view that mining data generated on Facebook pages associated to Philippine HEIs was ideated.  

Data Understanding. This phase is the data collection. It involves processes on data familiarization, identify the problems, 

and discovering first insights or detecting interesting subsets to form hypotheses for hidden information. 

In this phase, the researcher collected the data from Philippine HEI facebook pages. A letter was written and submitted to 

the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in Region 1 to ask permission for the data collection. After which, CHED  

forwarded an indorsement letter to all HEIs in the Region to allow the researcher for data collection subject to the Data 

Privacy Act and Institutional Policies. 

Data Preparation. This phase covers all activities to construct the final data set. 

In this phase, the data collected are prepared for data cleansing.  

Modeling. In this phase, a modeling technique is selected and applied. 

Naïve Bayes Classifier was used in this phase to classify the behaviors of the HEI stakeholders. 

Evaluation. A high-quality model shall be built in this phase from a data analysis perspective. 

A training data set shall be built for testing the other data sets.  

Deployment. The model shall be used to increase knowledge of the data. 

The selected Facebook pages associated to HEIs underwent data mining specifically using Naïve Bayes classifier. 

Qualitative analysis shall also be undertaken to gather in-depth understanding of the sentiments of the users. 

Population and Locale of the Study 

Of the 17 regions in the Philippines, the collection of data focused in the Ilocos Region (Region 1) where there are 75 

private and public colleges and universities. With 5% of margin error and 95% confidence level, the sample size for the 

data collection is 63 HEIs. 

4.   DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

This chapter presents the findings of the study. The following discussions cover the social media data associated to HEIs 

as provided by its respective stakeholders. Specific discussions cover the workflow on how the social media data were 

analyzed, the application of Naïve Bayes Classifier on these data and the proposed intervention measures to improve 

quality education. 

Workflow Used In Analyzing Social Media Data 

 

Figure 3: Workflow Used in Analyzing SM Data 
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A web-based application was developed in this study to dynamically classify the posts and comments in Facebook pages 

of HEIs. Figure 3 illustrates how the data were collected, cleansed and transformed into a valuable information. 

Using access tokens that conform to the OAuth 2.0 protocol, the Facebook data are fetched through Facebook Graph API 

v. 3.2. The Graph API is HTTP based and is used to write to the Facebook social graph. Since this project is in its 

inception, Page APIs have restrictions where the application can only be used by users who have a role on the application. 

To address this limitation, the researcher created a Facebook developer account and made used of Facepager, a system 

made for collecting publicly available data from Facebook and other JSON-based APIs.  

 

Figure 4: Sample Queried Data with 13076 Observations 

The collected .csv data contains the following fields: id, parent_id, level, object ID, object_type, query_status, 

query_time, uery_type, message, created_time, updated_time and error.message. Under message field are posts and 

comments in English and Filipino language, and colloquial terms. For the machine learning algorithm to better understand 

the data, the researcher used translate my sheet add-on [51] to translate the queried messages and posts to English. The 

translated data formed the corpus for classification. However, a limitation of this process is that, there are colloquial 

words that cannot be translated to English and therefore remained as it is in the system. 

 

Figure 5: Sample csv data of translated posts and comments 

After translation, the corpus undergoes data cleansing. The texts were transformed to lowercase. Numbers, punctuation 

marks, stop words and white spaces were also removed. Stop words are words that have the same likelihood occurring in 

the documents that are not relevant to the query [52]. 
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Figure 6: Sample of Data that underwent Data cleaning 

From the cleaned data, sentiment analysis is performed to determine the positivity and negativity of the posts and 

comments as shown in the next figure. The opinion lexicon used in the study for positive and negative sentiments are 

based on the study of [53]. 

 

Figure 7: Visualization on the Polarity of Posts and Comments 

The next step in the workflow is generating a word cloud which shows the most frequent words that are posted and 

commented in the respective HEI Facebook pages. The next figure shows a word cloud of one HEI facebook page. 
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Figure 8: Generated word cloud for an HEI 

The final step is classifying the words using the Naïve Bayes Algorithm. The classification was based on the study of [9]. 

For this study, the classifications are on academics, social engagement, emotions, finances, policies, and health. The 

words associated to these classifications were set as the training data sets. The Test data set is the cleaned corpus. A 

visualization report reflects to which classification the data falls into as shown in Figure 9. Since the corpus could fall into 

more than one category, multi-label classification is used.  

Based on the development of the model, it could be inferred that the Naïve Bayes Classifier is highly scalable. It requires 

a number of parameters linear in the number of features in a learning problem.    

 

Figure 9: Visualization of Classification Probability 
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The first equation is determining the priors or the probability of a class which is the number of documents with that class 

over the total number of documents. 

 

Next is determining the likelihood of a word given a class by dividing the count of words in the class plus 1 smoothing 

divided by the count of all the words in the class plus the number of unique words. 

 

In predicting the class where the test data falls into, we get the priors multiplied by all of the features or conditional 

probabilities of a specific class. 

 
 

Although we could already determine the probability of the words when the naïve bayes algorithm is applied, we still 

should understand deeper as to why the data falls in a specific classification by applying qualitative analysis like in the 

study of [9].  Further discussions on these are in the next section of this paper. 

Behaviours of SM Users 

Using the Naïve Bayes Algorithm, the data are classified according to which the posts or comments are related to 

academics, social engagement, emotions, finances, policies and health. Table 5 shows the corresponding value of each 

classification with respect to an HEI. Most of the posts and comments are positive in nature with a probability of 0.02827 

while negative posts and comments averaged 0.01123 probability. 

Social Engagement. 

Out of the sample population, there were 65.07% or 41 HEIs with unofficial Facebook pages where the data were 

collected. Upon applying the multinomial Naïve Bayes algorithm, we could infer that the result may fall into one or more 

classifications. However, we could identify that most posts and comments are related to social engagement with an 

average probability of 4.30E-01. Most of the SM users are students whose intention in using social networking sites like 

Facebook is for social relationships [54].  This finding supports the study of [55] that states that social engagement can 

provide support for releasing stress and is helpful in learning.  

The following are statements related to social engagement and are extracted from different HEIs:  

a. “When we can not get what we love, we must love what is within our reach” 

b. “Gifts of time and love are surely the basic ingredients of a truly merry Christmas” 

c. “… I just realized that no matter how imperfect this world to live on. I am still lucky … Because we struggle 

through this battle …” 

d. “College might not be what we imagine. Sometimes you have to let people go. There is a time for everything. 

And being challenged to grow is a good thing” 

e. “Do you know which is the best part of life? It‟s when your family understands you as a friend and your 

friends supports you as family” 

f. “Surround yourself with good people, and good things will happen… sure good things will happen to you 

bestie! Because of cool teachers and super fun Student Life…” 

Students use SM as an outlet to release their stress from school. They use SM to provide them better opportunities to 

interact with their peers and build positive relationship with them. 

Having a positive relationship with their peers can be important to create learning communities where they can work 

collaboratively, share opinions and respond constructively to the ideas of their fellow students. These are a necessary 

requirement to develop critical thinking that supports learning to occur [56]. In addition, these types of interaction in 

social media is essential on how they learn as humans [57].  
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Moreover, these students are mostly in their adolescent stage where group interactions, [58]and social relationships are 

particularly important [59]. 

Furthermore, reports revealed that using online technology like social media increases self-esteem, social support, social 

capital, safe identity experimentation and opportunity for self-disclosure [60] . 

The next figure shows a word cloud related to social engagement in one HEI. 

 

Figure 10: Word cloud related on Social Engagement 

These results also prove the developmental theory asserting that adolescents display cross-situational continuity in their 

social behaviors and recommend that the continuity of this conceptualization may be stretched into the online domain 

[61].  

This however is in contrast to public anxiety as mentioned by [62] that social media distracts from education and reduces 

the social skills of young people-despite an exemplary body of prior research that reject such simple conclusions. As 

asserted by [63]possible threats associated with SM are too boundless. Student engaging in a private relationship online 

solicits for the beginning of inappropriate SM behavior. 

Academics 

Posts and comments which fall under Academics classification have an average prediction score of 3.76E-01. Social 

Media like Facebook allow people identify other SM users with whom they have connection; they read, react and 

comment to postings; and send and receive private or public messages. In this study, these SM users are mostly students, 

teachers, and other stakeholders of HEIs. They connect with other SM users via social media as a platform of discussions 

for their homework, schedules, announcements and other information related to their course work. These have supports 

from [67] stating that SM provides students a direct medium to publicly evaluate and comment their campus environment, 

policies of their school, classes, professors, school administrators and fellow students.    

Students these days use social media to communicate with other students more so than to do their coursework [68]. 

However, they also post their academic concerns in social media because this type of platform poses liberal environment 

for them to discuss their views and opinions on issues that otherwise would not have been possible in a face-to-face 

classroom [69]. Below are statements related to academics as posted by SM users: 

a. “Ok..kmi in byad..pro grade wlapa ngayon.january up until now ... more pgbayad alert kyo ....” 

b.  “Time comes, hope hnd ka nlng nag effort or never give your best because at the end of the sem di mo deserve ung 

grades they will give… Kasumpa sumpa??????”   

c. “Remove teachers who are earning yet they are not teaching…” 

d. “Proud to be one of the million teachers that will provide the students for the SY 2012-2013 with adequate knowledge 

and skills” 
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HEI OBS ACA SEN EMO FIN POL HEA 

A 951 1.09E-65 9.32E-56 7.11E-61 2.12E-68 3.23E-73 6.62E-70 

B 36 1.06E-09 1.66E-11 8.12E-15 6.50E-14 6.50E-14 1.27E-16 

C 317 1.68E-39 4.10E-43 3.82E-52 1.96E-49 3.91E-49 2.39E-53 

D 21 0.000017 0.000035 2.73E-07 8.52E-09 3.41E-08 8.52E-09 

E 84 0.0000087 0.0000087 5.45E-07 6.81E-08 6.81E-08 1.70E-08 

F 17 0.1429 0.0011 0.00028 0.00028 0.0022 0.00028 

G 572 2.12E-68 7.28E-58 4.45E-62 2.07E-71 1.62E-73 1.01E-74 

H 19 0.00028 0.00007 0.0000088 0.00028 0.00007 0.000017 

I 9 0.0179 0.00056 0.00003 0.00003 0.0006 0.00007 

J 37 4.26E-09 1.33E-10 4.06E-15 3.25E-14 6.50E-14 2.03E-15 

K 808 7.71E-80 3.23E-73 1.97E-77 4.71E-84 9.19E-87 1.47E-85 

L 53 1.33E-10 1.70E-08 1.06E-09 2.08E-12 5.20E-13 2.60E-13 

M 16 3.10E-20 3.17E-17 3.10E-20 1.94E-21 3.03E-23 6.05E-23 

N 46 4.06E-15 3.33E-11 5.08E-16 3.97E-18 4.96E-19 1.98e1-18 

O 8 0.0003 0.000035 0.000017 0.000017 0.0000087 0.0000011 

P 112 7.39E-27 1.51E-23 5.77E-29 7.04E-33 1.13E-31 4.51E-31 

Q 132 1.15E-28 3.78E-24 3.69E-27 5.63E-32 2.82E-32 7.04E-33 

R 948 3.86E-80 2.71E-66 1.65E-70 2.94E-85 4.70E-84 1.21E-81 

S 219 1.44E-29 3.87E-21 2.95E-26 1.80E-30 2.82E-32 4.51E-31 

T 190 1.59E-17 1.62E-14 2.54E-16 1.24E-19 6.20E-20 9.91E-19 

U 2 0.1429 0.2857 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 

V 219 8.60E-37 5.63E-32 4.30E-37 4.20E-40 3.28E-42 1.31E-41 

W 160 6.05E-23 6.34E-17 9.68E-22 2.95E-26 3.69E-27 2.36E-25 

X 259 1.95E-49 1.31E-41 4.00E-46 4.77E-53 5.97E-54 7.46E-55 

Y 812 2.84E-60 3.06E-51 1.86E-55 5.56E-63 1.73E-64 1.08E-65 

Z 110 1.44E-29 9.68E-22 3.69E-27 9.02E-31 3.52E-33 2.25E-31 

AA 229 1.60E-45 1.68E-39 2.56E-44 1.95E-49 7.63E-52 6.11E-51 

BB 186 2.75E-35 4.51E-31 5.64E-32 1.31E-41 4.20E-40 6.72E-39 

CC 327 1.86E-55 4.20E-40 3.13E-48 1.17E-56 4.55E-59 2.33E-56 

DD 29 8.52E-09 0.0000087 6.81E-08 2.66E-10 3.33E-11 2.13E-09 

EE 336 2.62E-41 5.63E-32 6.72E-39 1.60E-45 1.28E-44 3.20E-45 

FF 29 7.74E-21 3.17E-17 1.93E-21 7.56E-24 4.73E-25 1.52E-23 

GG 321 1.80E-30 9.23E-28 5.50E-35 4.30E-37 8.60E-37 4.20E-40 

HH 18 3.78E-24 3.10E-20 9.68E-22 2.36E-25 1.48E-26 7.39E-27 

II 125 9.77E-50 4.10E-43 3.13E-48 4.66E-56 2.91E-57 7.46E-55 

JJ 437 5.13E-44 4.40E-34 4.20E-40 1.25E-47 3.13E-48 1.28E-44 

KK 52 6.34E-17 1.30E-13 1.59E-17 6.20E-20 9.68E-22 2.48E-19 

LL 918 8.60E-37 1.41E-32 1.05E-40 4.10E-43 2.56E-44 1.64E-42 

MM 279 1.66E-70 7.28E-58 9.10E-59 1.62E-73 4.04E-74 8.28E-71 

NN 13 7.56E-24 2.48E-19 6.20E-20 5.91E-26 2.36E-25 9.45E-25 

OO 3 0.0714 0.1429 0.1429 0.0357 0.0357 0.0357 

Total/Ave 9459 3.76E-01 4.30E-01 6.98E-03 4.37E-03 4.43E-03 4.47E-03 

Table 5: BEHAVIORAL PROBABILITY OF SM USERS OF HEIs 

 Legend: HEI – Higher Education Institution 

          OBS – observations (Number of post and comments regardless of the words) 

  ACA – Academics    POL – Policies 

          SEN – Social Engagement    HEA – Health 

          EMO – Emotions     POS – Positive 

 FIN – Finance     NEG – Negative 
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e. “the life of the dorm, the life of the forest he! He‟s the teachers / professors that they are really supportive to that‟s 

students, and the best thing especially in bacnotan campus without child pobre or children rich in the same” 

f. “#Prof Why oh why? Ganern why? Yes somewhat no spoon-feeding the college but to the point that you do not 

understand in class? Do not understand why. Kakawa naman po kami. Huhuhuhu. Okay we would have nagegets those 

examples but too vague eh then concentrated on a book reference. Nakakaloka -asdfghjkl 20 **” 

Below is a sample wordcloud related to academics. 

 

Figure 11: Word cloud related on academics 

Emotions. 

The result of the average prediction under „Emotions‟ classification is 6.98E-03. Social media is a platform for users to 

post their feelings and emotions. Student post positive feelings like showing their affection to someone. With this, 

feedback on their profiles enhance their self-esteem and well being [64]. They feel overjoyed when they get some 

reactions like „likes‟ and „comments‟. As mentioned by [62]SM emphasizes more temporary pleasures creating stress over 

public appearance.  

 

Figure 12:  Word Cloud related on emotions 
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However, sometimes, emotional strain is caused by social relationships. Emotional exhaustion is seen as an affective 

reaction and emotion. It describes feelings of being emotionally overextended due to the usage of social media like 

Facebook [65]  

Some of the posts and comments related to „Emotions‟ classification are the following: 

a. “You know that I went f***boy eh bat pregnant ka…” 

b. “My unforgettable experience in ***** was I got incomplete grade… I got mad to madam… she made me cry 

bulls****” 

c. “You broke my heart, but I still love you with all the pieces…” 

d. “I feel you po. Nangayri din saakin yan. When I was grade 10 first grading palang yun aa. 73 ba naman yung grades 

ko don sobrang iyak non. Hate na hate kasi ang math…” 

e. “oo masaya ako ng malaman kung gina**ago ako. Oo masaya ako sa katalksh*tan mo! Oo masaya ako sa paggawa ng 

sariling katangahan ko!‟ Oo masaya ako kahit alam kong wala na akong Halaga sayo…” 

f. “Admin officer no consideration to her students!!!!” 

While others find it difficult to express their feelings in words, many are vocal about it. These days, most people 

especially the young ones are very impulsive and have taken to social media sites like Facebook to vent out their 

frustrations.  As mentioned by [66] emotional outburst are more in number as compared to posts containing happy 

moments. In fact, 65% of people immediately post online after being hurt or angered. They post on social media because 

it is simple and quick, it has a wider reach, it ensures public support, and the response is flattering. These impulsive posts 

are obviously not backed with reason and thought.    

Health 

The predicted average score under Health classification is 4.47E-03. As cited by [70], students reported that stress and 

sleep difficulties negatively impacted their academic performance. An example of which are the following posts: 

a. “Sleep late tomorrow tonight sleep last night sleep every night” 

b. I really missed those times! Sleep and lunch at Bucasa‟s eatery! 

 Moreover, many college students engage themselves in unhealthy behaviors, making them at risk for developing serious 

problems in health in the future. 

Students post their concerns on their health and how to live life. As revealed by [71] ,college students show symptoms 

constant with depression on social media sites like Facebook. Given the frequency of depression symptoms, SM sites 

could be a platform to combat stigma surrounding metal health conditions or for identifying risks of students towards 

depression. Some statements concerning health of SM users are as follows: 

a.  “Shoutout for myself. Please, myself kayanin mo lahat ng ibinabato sayong problema. Okay? Keep your mindset 

healthy. Wag mong tatangkaing kunin ang patalim o ang cutter” 

b.  “If you think that you pinakamalas person. Give up. But if you open my eyes and think how the homeless. No food at 

the table. No more tuition money. There is no provision that spending on luxury and needs him / them … Sleep and rest 

and tomorrow get up and smile because you woke up yet to feel a mixture of sadness and joy, grace and problems…” 

c. “Maging healthy lahat kaming pamilya. At biyayaan pa ng madaming blessing.  Yung iba landi ang inuuna eh. Tss 

????  -Mushroom ??” 

Policies 

„Policies‟ classification has an average prediction of 4.4eE-03. Attendance, discipline, and grades are among the policies 

that are implemented in schools. Such policies and practices affect student‟s experiences. Instructional decisions for 

example affect students‟ feelings about the curriculum [74]. 

Below are some statements related to policies: 
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a. “NO CLEARANCE, NO PERMIT, NO EXAM!! 1st Trimester is about to end.. whooa!!” 

b. “Attention !  Scc students, tomorrow will be the FIRST FORMAL EXAMINATION. September 04, 2018. Please 

settle your accounts. No haircut, no exam. (For boys) Wear your COMPLETE UNIFORM WITH SCHOOL ID” 

c. “Whatever you do do, they know how right or wrong. Parekla can not complain especially if you‟re just Intern” 

Finances 

4.37E-03 is the average prediction score under “Finances” classification. SM users post their financial related concerns. 

As mention by the study of [72], likelihoods of self-worth distinctively contribute to academic and financial problems 

experienced by freshmen college students beyond level of self-esteem and other personality variables which uniquely 

contribute to later social difficulties. Moreover, Bigger financial problems may lead students to reduce coursework or 

drop out of school [73]. Below are some statements related to finances as posted by SM users. 

a. “why are the tuition fees so expensive?” 

b. “No tuition and fee-grad…AprilFools” 

c. “Rice or Tuition” 

d. “Kano is the tuition to freshman education student ..... full load?” 

e. “What about fees for books and uniform. I have a niece looking for a good school.” 

PROPOSED PROACTIVE AND KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN DECISION INTERVENTION MEASURES  

Although the use of the internet specifically social media is to exercise freedom of speech, HEIs should make ways on 

how its stakeholders share information online. Whatever a student, teacher, staff or any personnel related to an HEI does 

inside and outside the university, offline or online, he or she still carries the name of the institution s/he is related to. Thus, 

the privacy of information is uncontrolled. It is in this context, that Institutions should be proactive. With the results of 

this study, the following intervention measures of HEIs are suggested: 

a. A framework on digital strategy for higher education can be researched on and further used where all the departments 

of an institution are related and integrated and move towards online presence 

b. Rules and Regulations of the University should be amended to Integrate expected student behavior online most 

especially in social media 

c. Unofficial pages should be reported to Facebook. HEIs should strengthen their social media presence to highlight their 

branding and secure their information. 

d. HEIs should integrate socio-relational activities in the curriculum across programs. They should educate students to 

professionally perform their role in society. 

e. Teachers should use teaching-learning strategies to improve social relationships 

f. Enhance personality development through the new General Education courses: Understanding the Self and Ethics 

under CMO no. 20 s.2013. 

g. Student services should be strengthened by creating programs that enriches socialization  

h. HEIs should widen their scope in monitoring student‟s performance: academically, physically, socially, emotionally 

and spiritually. 

5.   CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

From the findings of the study are the following conclusions: 

1. The developed workflow could be used by HEIs in identifying their stakeholders‟ behavior in social media. 

Furthermore, qualitative research methodology should be employed for deeper understanding of the SM data. 

2. Social engagement is the main SM data concerning HEIs in Region 1 followed by Emotions, Academics, Health, 

Finances and Policies. Moreover, it could be inferred that SM behaviors differ from one HEI to another. 
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3. Proactive and Intervention Measures could be used by HEIs to holistically develop their stakeholders especially their 

students. 

Recommendations 

With the findings and conclusions stated, the following are further recommended: 

1. The system should be submitted to Facebook for review. 

2. Factors affecting student SM behaviors could further be researched. In addition, deeper qualitative studies should be 

conducted like effects of social media on social skills among young people. 

3. Other data mining algorithm specifically text classification may be applied and compared. 

4. The training models may be enhanced. 
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